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A hidden gem tucked away in the heart of the city.

 

With the

overwhelming, growing number of cafes in Sydney’s

CBD it can be hard to �nd one spot that draws you in

and remains memorable. Located in the Strand Arcade,

just o� Pitt St, Gumption by Co�ee Alchemy is easily

accessible, well priced and operated by friendly sta�

who make incredible co�ee, topping the list of my

favourite cafes.

The creators of award winning Co�ee Alchemy in

Marrickville and Gumption by Co�ee Alchemy have a

family history in co�ee, so it’s no surprise they deliver

nothing but quality. Picked by people who seriously
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understand co�ee, the range of beans will excite any

co�ee-geek, and the owners have successfully upheld

their reputation for making Sydney’s Best Co�ee for

years.

At Gumption

there’s usually

a queue of

corporate

employees

(like myself)

and occupied

tables so it’s

hard to miss.

The costs are

standard, and

both in-

dining and takeaway options are available. While

waiting for your order to be called out, the intimate

space allows customers to see the baristas artfully at

work. If you choose to dine in, you are given a moment

to appreciate the historical, late Victorian architecture

of the Strand Arcade.

 

After a day of working, or shopping, relieve your

exhaustion by checking out the entertaining buskers

on Pitt St, then step into the Strand Arcade where you

will conveniently �nd this co�ee lover’s paradise. I

can guarantee, just like myself, you’ll be back again.
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